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NOISE-FREE APERIODIC STOCHASTICMULTIRESONANCE�S. Matyja±kiewiza;b;, A. Krawiekia, J.A. HoªystaaFaulty of Physis, Warsaw University of TehnologyKoszykowa 75, 00-662 Warsaw, PolandbInstitute of Physis, Humboldt University at BerlinInvalidenstraÿe 110, 10115 Berlin, GermanyDepartment of Applied Mathematis, Warsaw Agriulture UniversityNowoursynowska 166, 02-787 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived September 23, 2002)Noise-free aperiodi stohasti multiresonane in a haoti map � alassial kiked spin model with damping � lose to the attrator mergingrisis is investigated. The input aperiodi signal, in a form of Gaussianorrelated noise, is superimposed on the ontrol parameter (the strengthof the magneti �eld pulses), and the output signal re�ets jumps betweentwo symmetri parts of the attrator above the risis point. As the inter-nal haoti dynamis is varied by inreasing the mean value of the ontrolparameter, multiple maxima of the input-output orrelation funtion areobserved. This is due to the fratal struture of the preritial attratorsand their basins of attration olliding at the risis point. The numerial re-sults are on�rmed by analyti evaluation of the orrelation funtion, basedon simple models of the olliding fratal sets. The observed phenomenonbears muh resemblane to noise-free stohasti multiresonane with peri-odi signal observed in the same model, but the multiple maxima of theorrelation funtion are less distint due to the long tails in the probabilitydistribution of the aperiodi signal.PACS numbers: 05.40.+j, 05.45.+b1. IntrodutionStohasti resonane (SR) [1℄ is a phenomenon ourring in ertain pe-riodially modulated, often multistable, nonlinear stohasti systems. Theessene of this phenomenon is that the response of a system to a weak peri-odi signal an be improved by the presene of noise of optimum intensity(see reviews [2, 3℄). A similar phenomenon, alled noise-free SR, ours in� Presented at the XV Marian Smoluhowski Symposium on Statistial Physis,Zakopane, Poland, September 7�12, 2002.(3511)



3512 S. Matyja±kiewiz, A. Krawieki, J.A. Hoªysthaoti periodially driven systems in the absene of external noise [4℄, whenits role is played by the haoti dynamis. The best response to the peri-odi signal an be de�ned as the maximization of the output signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) as a funtion of the noise intensity or the ontrol parameter,respetively.In real world most external signals are not periodi. In suh a situationthe SNR annot be used as a measure of SR and the best synhronization ofthe system to the aperiodi signal an be de�ned as the maximization of theorrelation funtion C between input and output signals. In fat, the orre-lation funtion an be used as a measure of SR also in the ase of periodiinput signal, instead of the SNR. For the former kind of phenomena the termaperiodi stohasti resonane (ASR) has been oined [5, 6℄. Beause of itspossible relevane in biology ASR was mostly studied in stohasti modelsof neurons, e.g., in the FitzHugh�Nagumo model with noise [7℄ or in a pop-ulation of noisy neurons ating in parallel and subjet to the same aperiodiinput signal [8℄. Besides, noise-free ASR was also studied in Ref. [9℄. Usu-ally only one maximum of the SNR or the orrelation funtion C is observedas the input noise intensity or the ontrol parameter in a haoti system isvaried. However, reently it has been found that in ertain systems manyor even an in�nite number of maxima of the SNR or C an appear [10�14℄.This phenomenon is alled stohasti multiresonane [10, 11℄. In partiular,noise-free stohasti multiresonane with periodi signals, haraterized bymultiple maxima of the SNR was observed in [12�14℄.In this paper we study noise-free SR in systems driven by aperiodiinput signals. In partiular, we show that in large lass of systems noise-freeaperiodi stohasti multiresonane (ASM) appears as a natural onsequeneof their dynamial properties.The �rst studies on SR [15�16℄ and noise-free SR [4,17�19℄ were per-formed in dynamial systems with bistable potentials, but now SR is equallywell investigated in dynamial and non-dynamial threshold-rossing (TC)systems. The TC systems are de�ned as systems with output signal in theform of pulses whih appear if the input signal rosses a ertain threshold[20�22℄. When the input signal hanges the height of the potential barrierin a symmetri manner, the dynamial systems with symmetri bistable po-tential an be also desribed as TC systems and the partile jumps overthe barrier � as TC events. The aim of the present paper is to investigatenoise-free ASM in haoti maps whih an be desribed as TC systems. Forthis purpose we study a model haoti map, desribing the dynamis of adamped lassial magneti moment (spin) driven by pulses of magneti �eldin the presene of anisotropy [23℄. In suh a system, for a ertain value ofthe amplitude of pulses the attrator merging risis [24℄ ours and jumps ofthe spin between two parts of the postritial haoti attrator orrespond-



Noise-Free Aperiodi Stohasti Multiresonane 3513ing to two equivalent spin orientations along the anisotropy axis beomepossible [23, 25℄. When the amplitude of pulses is modulated by additionalaperiodi signal the map an be desribed as a bistable dynamial TC sys-tem of the above-mentioned kind, and the spin jumps an be interpreted asTC events. SR with periodi signal and noise in suh a model was studiedin Ref. [26℄ and noise-free stohasti multiresonane in Ref. [12�14℄. Herewe are interested in the ase without noise and with the aperiodi inputsignal. As in other systems with noise-free SR the role of noise is played bydeterministi haos. Instead of varying the noise intensity the system on-trol parameter, i.e., the mean value of the amplitude of pulses is hanged.Taking advantage of numerial simulations we show that C (de�ned as theorrelation funtion between the aperiodi signal and the spin jumps events)depends on the ontrol parameter in a very ompliated way and multiplestrong maxima of C (noise-free ASM) are observed. In theoretial investi-gation, we show that this phenomenon is a diret onsequene of the fratalstruture of the preritial attrators and their basins of attration ollidingat the risis point, and of the in�uene of the aperiodi input signal.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2 we desribe the spin map.In Se. 3 we present numerial results for noise-free ASM in the spin model.In Se. 4 we propose general theoretial desription of noise-free ASM insystems with attrator merging rises. In Se. 5 we ompare numerial andtheoretial results. Finally, Se. 6 provides summary and onlusions.2. The system under studyWe onsider a lassial magneti moment S, jSj = S (spin) in the uni-axial anisotropy �eld and external transverse magneti �eld ~B (t) parallel tothe x-axis. The Hamiltonian has the formH = �A (Sz)2 � ~B (t)Sx ; (1)where A > 0 is the anisotropy onstant. This model is related to experi-mentally investigated magneti systems if one onsiders properties of isolatedspins of large magneti moleules or the nanometri-size single domain fer-romagneti partiles (superparamagnets) [27,28℄. The motion of the spin isdetermined by the Landau�Lifshitz equationdSdt = S �Be� � �SS � (S �Be�) ; (2)where Be� = �dH=dS is the e�etive magneti �eld and � > 0 is thedamping parameter. Introduing the spherial oordinate system we an



3514 S. Matyja±kiewiz, A. Krawieki, J.A. Hoªysttransform (2) to the form _� = 1sin � �H�� � ��H�� ; (3)_� sin � = ��H�� � �sin � �H�� :Taking the transverse �eld in the form of periodi Æ-pulses with ampli-tude B and period ~� ~B (t) = B 1Xn=1 Æ (t� n~�) ; (4)Eq. (3) an be integrated to yield a superposition of two two-dimensionalmaps [23℄. In the time between pulses of the magneti �eld the spin performsdamped preession and approahes the anisotropy axis (map TA). Duringthe ation of the magneti �eld, the in�uene of anisotropy an be negletedand the spin performs preession around the x-axis, simultaneously tiltingtoward it (map TB), Sn+1 = TB [TA [Sn℄℄ ; (5)where Sn = S (t = n~�+) is a spin vetor just after the ation of the n-thmagneti �eld pulse. The map TA an be written asTA � �Sz � = � �+��WSz � ; (6)where � is the angle between the x-axis and the projetion of the spin onthe x-y plane, �� = (1=�) ln [(1 + S=Sz) = (1 + S= (WSz))℄� 2AS~� , andW = h2 + (Sz=S)2 �1� 2�i�1=2,  = exp (�2�AS~�). The map TB an bewritten as TB � �Sx � = � ��BS � 2S (S � Sx)D2U � ; (7)where � is the angle between the y-axis and the projetion of the spin onthe x-z plane.Let us take B as the ontrol parameter and onsider the map (5) withparameters S = 1, ~� = 2�, � = 0:1054942 and A = 1. For B slightlybelow B = 1 two symmetri haoti preritial attrators orresponding totwo spin orientations (Sz > 0 and Sz < 0) exist. For B > B these twoattrators merge as a result of the attrator merging risis and a new post-ritial attrator onsisting of two symmetri parts is born [23, 25℄ (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. The attrator of the spin map (5) after the attrator merging risis forparameters ~� = 2�, � = 0:1054942, A = 1 and B = 1:001.The system swithes haotially between these two parts and the mean timebetween swithes as a funtion of the ontrol parameter obeys a typial powersaling law [24℄ h�i = C jB �Bj�̂ , where ̂ > 0 is a ritial exponent.However, there are also onsiderable osillations superimposed on this trend.They are onneted with the fratal struture of preritial attrators andtheir basins of attration olliding at the risis point (Fig. 2). When the

Fig. 2. The mean time between swithes; solid line � numerial results, doted line� trend for C = 0:695, ̂ = 0:77; dashed line � theoretial results for modelparameters (Eq. (10)�(11)) � = 0:0108,  = 0:294, � = 0:125, bE = 1:46793,a = 4:5009, b = 2:7, � = 1:66 and K = L = 10.



3516 S. Matyja±kiewiz, A. Krawieki, J.A. Hoªystbasins of attration are fratal sets anomalous osillations appear, inludingsetions where h�i inreases against the general trend [29℄; suh osillationsan be easily reognized in Fig. 2.3. Numerial resultsIn order to observe the noise-free ASR we investigate Eq. (5) with thetime-dependent ontrol parameter (the amplitude of the magneti �eld pulses)B (n) = B0 +D�(n); (8)where D�(n) is the aperiodi signal in the form of orrelated Gaussian noisewith amplitude D, normalized density �(�) = (2�)�1=2 exp ���2=2� and theautoorrelation funtion h�(n)�(m)i = exp(� jm� nj =�0). With the inputsignal added to the ontrol parameter the system given by Eqs. (4), (5), (8)an be desribed as a dynamial TC system and the spin jumps between thetwo parts of the postritial attrator an be treated as TC events. Due tothe symmetry of the system with respet to the plane Sz = 0 we an de�nethe spin jump as rossing this plane by the phase trajetory, and to assumethe output signal as yn = 1 if at iteration n the jump ourred, i.e., Sz;n�1and if Sz;n have opposite signs, and yn = 0 otherwise. As a measure ofnoise-free ASR we take the orrelation funtion between input and outputsignal vs B0C(B0) = hD�(n)yni � hD�(n)i hyniqhD2�2(n)i � hD�(n)i2qhy2ni � hyni2 = h� (n) yniphyni � hyni2 ; (9)where the angular brakets denote the time average. The urve C(B0) shownin Fig. 3(b) exhibits multiple strong maxima, so the noise-free ASM is found.It is also interesting to note that there is plenty of strong negative minima ofC in Fig. 3(b), whih means that the input and output signal are stronglyantiorrelated. This is also a form of maximization of the signal transmissionthorough our system via noise-free ASR. A loser inspetion of Fig. 3(a) andFig. 3(b) reveals that ertain segments in the two urves an be related toeah other. The relationship between the urves C vs B0 and p vs B provesthat the ourrene of multiresonane and ompliated dependene of Con the ontrol parameter is a result of the fratal struture of preritialattrators and their basins of attration. Exhaustive disussion of the originof SMR in maps with fratal preritial sets an be found in [12�14℄ for thease of periodi input signal.
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Fig. 3. Numerial results, spin jump (TC) probability p � h�i�1 vs B (a) andC vs B0 for aperiodi input signal with �0 = 1000 and D = 1 � 10�4 (b). Therising (labeled with the same letters) and falling (labeled with the same numbers)segments of both urves orrespond to eah other.4. Model of preritial attrator and basin of attrationWe assume the model of preritial attrator A as a family of K + 2paraboli segments Ak (Fig. 4) [25,29℄ with position determined by a time-dependent ontrol parameter q (n) = q0 +D�(n),A = K+1[k=0 Ak = K+1[k=0 n(x; y) : y = �x2 � (1� Æk;K+1) a�k + q0 +D�(n)o ;(10)where a and � are model parameters and q0 = B0�B. The invariant mea-sure is uniformly distributed along the paraboli segments and its relativedensity on the segment Ak is assumed as ~�k = (1� ) k for 0 � k � K, and~�K+1 = K+1, where 0 <  < 1 is another model parameter. The preriti-al basin of attration is in turn approximated as a family of L + 2 stripesBl aumulating at the line y = 0 whih touhes the top of the uppermostparabola AK+1 for q0 = D = 0 (Fig. 4) [29℄,B = L+1[l=0 Bl = L+1[l=0 n(x; y) : (1� Æl;L+1)��lb� �lbE� � y � �lbo ; (11)
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Fig. 4. The model of haoti saddle for a = 1 and q = 0.where �, b and bE are again model parameters. Above the risis point thepreritial attrators and basins of attration are turned into haoti sad-dles and pseudobasins (basins of esape), respetively, but it is assumedthat their topologial struture given by Eq. (10), (11) remains unhanged.All model parameters an be assessed from magni�ed plots of the ollisionregion between the haoti saddles and pseudobasins and from the eigen-values of the periodi orbit mediating in risis [25, 29℄. With inreasing q0the paraboli noisy segments are shifted up and enter the pseudobasin. Thetime-dependent probability of a jump between the symmetri parts of thepostritial attrator p (n) = �� (n) is proportional to the time-dependentmeasure of the saddle ontained inside the pseudobasin of the other sad-dle [12, 14℄ p(q0; �(n)) = � K+1Xk=0 L+1Xl=0 �kl(n) ; (12)where � is a proportionality onstant. Here p is the sum of inputs �kl tothe time-dependent measure from the segments Ak overlapping the stripesBl. Denoting by �k(; q0; �) the measure (length multiplied by the relativemeasure density ~�k) of the segment Ak inside the half-plane y >  for agiven q0 and an instant value of � = �(n) we an write�kl = �kl (q0; �) = �k h(1� Æl;L+1)��lb� �lbE� ; q0; �i� �k h�lb; q0; �i :(13)For small values of the distane between the top of the paraboli segmentand the border of the half-plane, q0+D��(1� Æk;K+1) a�k�� 1, lengths



Noise-Free Aperiodi Stohasti Multiresonane 3519of segments of parabolas inside the half-planes an be approximated by or-responding square roots and the measure �k an be written as�k (; q0; �) � 2e�k �q0 +D� � (1� Æk;K+1) a�k � � 12�� �q0 +D� � (1� Æk;K+1) a�k � � ; (14)where � is the Heaviside funtion. Heneforth, we limit our attention tothe adiabati limit of long orrelation time �0 [6℄. Then the time averagesin Eq. (9) an be replaed with averages over the probability distribution ofthe signal,hyni = 1Z�1 �(�)p(q0; �)d� ; h� (n) yni = 1Z�1 �(�)p(q0; �)�d� : (15)This yieldsh�m (n) yni = � �32 �m� D 12p2� K+1Xk=0 L+1Xl=0 e�k(exp"�14 �Wl �Q0kD �2#�D� 32+m�Wl�Q0kD �� exp"�14 �Vl�Q0kD �2#D� 32+m�Vl �Q0kD �) ; (16)where m = 0 or m = 1, Wl = (1 � Æl;L+1)(�lb � �lbE), Vl = �lb, Q0k =q0�(1� Æk;K+1) a�k, � is the Euler gamma funtion and D� is the paraboliylinder funtion of order �. Using Eq. (16) we an evaluate the orrelationfuntion C (9).5. Comparison between the numerial and theoretial resultsAs an be seen in Fig. 5(b)�(d) noise-free ASM ours in our system fora wide range of the input signal amplitude D. The observed phenomenonbears muh resemblane to noise-free stohasti multiresonane with peri-odi signal [12�14℄, but the multiple maxima of the orrelation funtion areless distint due to the long tails in the probability distribution of the aperi-odi signal. In all ases the agreement between the theoretial and numerialresults is good. Partiularly good agreement is obtained for the �rst maxi-mum of C for D = 1� 10�4, whose position and height is predited by ourtheory very well (Fig. 5(b)). In Fig. 5() and Fig. 5(d) at least the positionand the order of magnitude of the height of loal maxima are well predited.The theory predits also quite well the loation and order of magnitude of



3520 S. Matyja±kiewiz, A. Krawieki, J.A. Hoªystthe negative minima of C. As B0 is inreased deviations between the nu-merial and theoretial urves in Fig. 5(b)�(d) beome signi�ant. This isbeause the model given by Eqs. (10),(11) is valid only lose to the risispoint, and for small noise amplitude D.

Fig. 5. Noise-free ASM. The numerial (solid line) and theoretial (dashed line)urves for the aperiodi signal with orrelation time �0 = 1000 and intensity (b)D = 1� 10�4, () D = 3� 10�4, (d) D = 6� 10�4.



Noise-Free Aperiodi Stohasti Multiresonane 35216. Summary and onlusionsThe ourrene of noise-free stohasti multiresonane in TC systems is anatural onsequene of the non-monotoni dependene of the TC probabilityp = 1=h�i on the ontrol parameter [14℄. This onlusion an be also easilyextended to the ase of aperiodi signals. In this paper we used the kikedspin map as a model for suh a lass of systems in whih noise-free ASMappears. In partiular, we onsidered the neighborhood of attrator mergingrisis where the osillations of TC probability are the result of the fratalstruture of haoti saddles and pseudobasins. This fratal struture is wellre�eted in the dependene of C on the ontrol parameter. It was shown bothnumerially and theoretially that the noise-free ASM appears as an e�et ofa penetration of the fratal pseudobasin by the fratal saddle above the risispoint. The theory based on topologial models of these sets lose to risis,ombined with the adiabati theory of SR, yields qualitative agreement withnumerial results. The best �t has been obtained for small amplitudes ofaperiodi signal and just above the threshold for risis.In omparison with the ase of noise-free stohasti multiresonane withperiodi signals with omparable amplitudes [13℄, the C vs B0 urves showless ompliated struture and the maxima are in general broader and moresmooth. This di�erene results from a distint harater of the periodi andaperiodi input signals. The periodi signal is deterministi and onstrainedto a �nite interval. The aperiodi one shows small �utuations at a time salemuh smaller than the orrelation time �0 and its values are not onstrained.The small signal �utuations smooth out the �ne fratal struture, and thusalso the related maxima of C, at a sale of the ontrol parameter B0 muhsmaller than D. On the other hand, for large values of the signal, �n � D,many branhes and stripes of the haoti saddle and pseudobasin overlap at agiven moment, independently of the value of B0, whih results in broadeningof the maxima of C.The osillations of the TC (esape) probability were observed in manysystems with rises [24, 30℄. Thus we an suppose that the noise-free ASMours also in other haoti systems lose to rises, inluding experimentalones with ontinuous time.This work was supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN) under grant No. 5 P03B 007 21. S.M. aknowledges thesupport by the DAAD sholarship for the stay at the Institute of Physis,Humboldt University at Berlin.
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